
 

French Door Instructions 

1.  Assemble  4 pc jamb set. 
a. Threshold piece is 7” wide and goes on the bottom 
b. The upper jamb is a narrower piece with top hinge mounted 
c. Side jambs have no hardware installed 
d. Use screws and glue to assemble 

2. Hang jamb like a normal door jamb, insuring plumb and level, using shims where necessary. 
3. Take one of your two doors and place on the bottom hinge 

a. After door is set on lower hinge align upper hinge on door with upper hinge in jamb. 
b. Insert slot screw through door hinge, once past the door turn slip pin 180 deg. So key 

way aligns with key way in jamb upper hinge. 
c. Pass slip pin through upper hinge turn 90 deg. To your right, pull down on slip pin, the 

pin key should rest in notch to prevent the pin from turning. 
4. Complete the same process as listed above for the opposite door. 
5. Once both doors are hung, install lower delrin stops in appropriate place for doors to rest flush 

with threshold, and allow carriage bolts to rest in bevel. 
6. Install trim around the door covering ½” on each side trim 
7. On outswing installations you will want to hold the top trim or header trim about  1/8” above 

the top of each door to allow the door to swing freely underneath the trim. 
8. On an inswing door bring the top trim ½” down on the door to match the same reveal as the 

sides.   
9. Once the sides and top trim is installed.   

a. Outswing Door Fasten the center trim to your operational door, (the door you would 
like to use on a daily basis.)  Utilizing glue and screws to secure it, this will also be used 
as a stop on outswing doors. 

b. Inswing Doors, Fasten the center trim to your non operational door, (The door that you 
will NOT be using on a daily basis,)  Ensure that the trim is cut just below the top of jamb 
to allow the trim to clear the doors when opening.  You will use glue and screws on this 
as well to insure a solid stop. 

10. Once this is done insure your door is aligned all the way around the jamb.  Make slight 
adjustments with trim and stops where necessary. 

11. Case the back of the door with the same type of casing you have in your existing room. (this is 
not included in your door package.) 


